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Abstract 24 

Recent predictions of hyporheic exchange at the basin-scale assume individual features control 25 
exchange independently of each other, which has been demonstrated in relatively uniform, low-26 
gradient rivers. However, this assumption may not hold in steep catchments where both the type 27 
and size of individual features may vary over short distances, leading to irregular patterns of 28 
feature dominance on hyporheic exchange flows. Also, steep longitudinal gradients support 29 
substantial downvalley flows in the subsurface, which may create feedbacks between adjacent 30 
features. In this study we test the extent to which features interact with one another and whether 31 
they can be aggregated to make reach-scale predictions in a headwater mountain stream. Using 32 
systematic manipulations of a 2-D stream centerline model and spectral analyses, we test for the 33 
presence of both feature-feature and multi-scale interactions. Our results show that changing the 34 
height of individual step-pool features can alter hyporheic flow fields in neighboring, and 35 
sometimes distant, features. Spectral analyses revealed two scales of streambed topography – a 36 
local-scale of single features and an intermediate-scale that spanned multiple local-scale features. 37 
All features produced hyporheic exchange, but turnover of deeper hyporheic water only occurred 38 
at a few key locations where local- and intermediate-scale features reinforced each other. 39 
Further, shallow bedrock increases the ratio of local- and intermediate-scale flowpaths to 40 
regional-scale flowpaths. Conceptual models portraying hyporheic exchange as a series of nested 41 
flowpaths should include the interactions among streambed topographic features in mountain 42 
streams. These results have implications for upscaling, field experiments, and stream restoration 43 
in steep catchments. 44 

Plain Language Summary 45 

Many hyporheic studies have been done at scales of river reaches (100’s of meters), but these are 46 
too costly to replicate across entire river basins. Instead, a current focus of hyporheic science is 47 
extrapolating reach-scale results with models that predict hyporheic flows across larger areas. 48 
These models assume that individual features are independent of one another and do not impact 49 
their neighbors. Using a model of a mountain stream reach, we manipulated individual features 50 
to test if and how much neighboring features affected one another. We also analyzed the 51 
streambed profile with a technique that breaks the topography into its component pieces, which 52 
may be difficult to observe in the field. First, we found that changing the height of a feature often 53 
influenced exchange flow through neighboring features, so the assumption of independence was 54 
not valid. Second, hyporheic exchange was predominantly shallow and associated with local-55 
scale features, but deeper intermediate-scale hyporheic flows were also present and controlled by 56 
locations where larger-scale features amplified the effect of local-scale features. Our findings 57 
show that multi-scale feature-feature interactions can play an important role in steep streams, and 58 
these interactions need to be considered in upscaling models, field experiments, and stream 59 
restoration projects. 60 

1. Introduction 61 

Hyporheic exchange, which is important to many ecosystem services in the river corridor 62 
(Boulton et al., 1998; Brunke & Gonser, 1997; Stanford & Ward, 1988), depends on the 63 
organization and interaction of hydrologic forcing and geologic setting (Ward & Packman, 64 
2019). Both sets of controls span several orders of magnitude, from baseflow to floods and from 65 
single bedforms to regional landforms, respectively (Tóth, 1963; Wörman et al., 2007). Here we 66 
adapt Tóth’s terminology to the stream reach-scale, in which the local-scale refers to individual 67 
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features (flows from a local topographic maximum to local minimum), intermediate-scale spans 68 
multiple local-scale features, and regional-scale flowpaths travel from the global maximum to 69 
the global minimum of the domain of interest. Of these scales, the local feature is the most 70 
widely studied (Boano et al., 2014; Ward, 2016). For example, many studies have demonstrated 71 
how local hyporheic flow fields vary with individual feature properties (e.g., height, hydraulic 72 
conductivity) (e.g., Hester & Doyle, 2008; Storey et al., 2003), variable stream discharge (Boano 73 
et al., 2007; Zimmer & Lautz, 2014), and ambient groundwater flows (Boano et al., 2008; 74 
Cardenas & Wilson, 2007; Fox et al., 2014). Recent work has expanded this continuum to show 75 
the relevance of smaller, sub-feature scales, including dead end pore space (e.g., Day-Lewis et 76 
al., 2017; Dehkordy et al., 2019), macrophyte roots (e.g., Nikolakopoulou et al., 2018), biofilms 77 
(e.g., Aubeneau et al., 2016; Caruso et al., 2017), and in-stream turbulence (Grant et al., 2018; 78 
e.g., Roche et al., 2018).  79 

While many studies isolate a single feature or driver of hyporheic exchange, the 80 
interaction between controls at different scales is less commonly studied even though it is widely 81 
known that hyporheic exchange flows result from the superposition of all features and all scales 82 
(e.g., Tóth, 1963). In particular, the intermediate-scale that is larger than individual features but 83 
smaller than regional groundwater upwelling has rarely been studied (Wondzell, 2012) but is 84 
known to generate complex multi-feature flow cells (Robinson & Love, 2013; X.-S. Wang et al., 85 
2017; Woessner, 2000). As a consequence, we have little understanding of how feature-to-86 
feature interactions and the resulting intermediate flowpaths influence hyporheic exchange fluxes 87 
and transit timescales at the scale of river reaches to river basins. On a practical level, simplified 88 
multiscale models are needed to reliably predict multiscale connectivity, identify suitable sites 89 
and designs for stream restoration, and to inform management of water resources. 90 

To-date, multiscale analysis of hyporheic exchange has primarily been in low-gradient 91 
stream reaches. For example, Stonedahl et al. (2013) found that the spatial scales of different 92 
feature classes (i.e., ripples, dunes, bars, and meanders) had distinct hyporheic exchange 93 
timescales, and that dunes were the single dominant scale. Each morphological feature class 94 
yielded unique exchange dynamics that interacted minimally with other scales. As a 95 
consequence, each scale could be characterized independently and recombined post-hoc to 96 
predict overall exchange dynamics in a study reach. In other words, there was no need to 97 
parameterize large-scale models with internal, multi-scale feedbacks and couplings. Once this 98 
relationship was proposed, the strategy was rapidly upscaled to the entire Mississippi basin, even 99 
distinguishing the importance of vertical versus lateral hyporheic exchanges in several sub-100 
regions (Gomez-Velez et al., 2015) and estimating potential for denitrification (Kiel & Cardenas, 101 
2014). Such predictive power is one of the primary goals of hyporheic science (Cardenas, 2015) 102 
and represents a major step forward. However, the technique was not designed for nor tested in 103 
high gradient (>4%) catchments with cascade or step-pool systems (Gomez-Velez & Harvey, 104 
2014; Stonedahl et al., 2010). More work is needed to conceptualize and parameterize multi-105 
scale interactions in steep headwater catchments, which exert outsized influence on downstream 106 
water quality and quantity (R. B. Alexander et al., 2007), and contribute drinking water to at 107 
least one third of the U.S. population (L. C. Alexander et al., 2018).  108 

Modeling studies of lowland rivers largely neglect hydrostatic pressures, which are 109 
increasingly relevant in steeper mountain catchments (Wondzell & Gooseff, 2013). For example, 110 
hydrostatic forces were generally more dominant than hydrodynamic forces in streams with 111 
0.2% to 5.3% gradients (Mojarrad et al., 2019). Mountain streams exceeding 10% slope skew 112 
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further toward hydrostatic dominance and have increasingly large downvalley transport, or 113 
“underflow”, within the subsurface (Castro & Hornberger, 1991; Kennedy et al., 1984; Ward, 114 
Gooseff, Voltz, et al., 2013). We hypothesize that as downvalley flow increases, the potential for 115 
interactions among individual features will also increase. This hypothesis is supported by a 116 
number of field and modeling studies that found evidence of complex interactions amongst 117 
features of the same or differing scales in mountain headwaters (Kasahara & Wondzell, 2003; 118 
Ward, Gooseff, & Singha, 2013; Wondzell & Swanson, 1996). Payn et al. (2009) observed 119 
strong evidence of intermediate flowpaths moving substantial amounts of water in steep (5.7-120 
9.0%) Montana headwaters, which supports similar findings from a modeling study of a steep 121 
(~12%) headwater stream in the Oregon Cascades (Schmadel et al., 2017). In particular, 122 
Schmadel et al. (2017) found dozens of intermediate flowpaths spanning nearly the entire length 123 
of their ~300 m study reach, and that the timescales of these flowpaths (10-100 hrs) were 124 
relevant to biogeochemical processes like denitrification (Zarnetske et al., 2011). Interestingly, 125 
these flowpaths were not equally sensitive to changes in stream discharge and groundwater 126 
upwelling. Schmadel et al. (2017) raised the possibility that local streambed morphology 127 
controlled the sensitivity of these flowpaths across large ranges of discharge conditions, as 128 
steeper features have consistently larger hydraulic gradients to drive exchange flow than low-129 
gradient features, regardless of discharge. This insensitivity of the shortest, near-stream 130 
flowpaths to changes in discharge is in good agreement with empirical observations and reduced 131 
complexity models in the same basin (Ward et al., 2017). Field and numerical studies agree that 132 
sensitive intermediate flowpaths tended to occur in less steep regions, but it was not clear if they 133 
were formed because of steep upstream features or the low gradient regions themselves, or if this 134 
was a spurious correlation based on the particular feature morphology and its position within the 135 
reach. This knowledge gap prevents simplified models from estimating reach-scale or larger 136 
transit time distributions in regions that have a significant fraction of intermediate flowpaths. 137 
Indeed, Payn et al. (2009) suggest that understanding the origin and terminus locations of 138 
intermediate flowpaths may be the key to predicting stream corridor connectivity and channel 139 
residence times. 140 

Our objective in this study was to determine how the interactions between individual 141 
features control multi-scale hyporheic flowpaths in a study reach. Specifically, we ask (1) how 142 
sensitive are individual features and flowpaths to changes in morphology of other features in the 143 
reach (i.e., feature-feature interactions)? and (2) are multiple scales of controls present that can 144 
be decomposed and reconstructed additively, as in Stonedahl et al. (2013)? Using a 2-D 145 
numerical model, we systematically varied the heights of individual features and quantified the 146 
resulting changes in hyporheic flowpaths across multiple scales. We also used spectral analysis 147 
of the streambed profile to test for the presence of larger-scale topography. Together, these 148 
analyses tested our hypothesis that interactions among features are critically important in steep 149 
mountain streams and influence hyporheic exchange at multiple scales. If present, these coupled 150 
multi-scale feedbacks would need to be included in upscaling efforts for mountain stream 151 
networks. 152 
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 153 

2. Methods 154 

2.1 Mathematical modeling of hyporheic flowpaths 155 

The basecase model for this study is identical to that of Schmadel et al. (2017) and Ward 156 
et al. (2018b). In brief, the model is a two-dimensional, finite element model constructed in 157 
COMSOL Multiphysics and represents a profile along the stream centerline of Watershed 1 158 
(WS01), a steep (~12%) second order mountain watershed in the H.J. Andrews Experimental 159 
Forest (HJA) in Oregon, USA. It is a heuristic model meant to provide a conceptual yet realistic 160 
representation of hyporheic flow in steep, constrained mountain catchments with step-pool 161 
morphology. The domain geometry was based on surveyed streambed topography and an 162 
average 3-m depth to bedrock in 2nd order streams of the HJA (after Gooseff et al., 2006), offset 163 
from a linear best-fit to the streambed topography. The upstream, bottom, and downstream 164 
boundaries of the model domain were set to no flow, consistent with a reach underlain by low 165 
permeability bedrock and bookended by visible bedrock outcrops. Surface water was imposed as 166 
a constant head boundary and parameterized by surveyed surface water elevations. Here we 167 
considered the 3 m deep and 300 m long lower reach (90-390 m above the stream gauge), 168 
medium discharge (7 L s-1) scenario described by Schmadel et al. (2017). No other discharge 169 
scenarios were used, as Schmadel et al. (2017) and Ward et al. (2018b) concluded that discharge 170 
was not a primary control on hyporheic flow in WS01 as long as the streambed was saturated. 171 
That is, increasing stage with rising discharge had negligible effects on the slope of the hydraulic 172 
grade line such that most hyporheic flowpaths did not change significantly in their geometry nor 173 
transit times. At this discharge the subsurface domain was completely saturated, so subsurface 174 
flow was modeled using Darcy’s Law with porosity set to 0.2 and a hydraulic conductivity of 175 
7x10-5 m s-1, both based on reported values for poorly-sorted colluvium at this site (Wondzell et 176 
al., 2009). For further detail on WS01, the reader is referred to Wondzell (2006) and Voltz et al. 177 
(2013). 178 

2.2 Model assumptions 179 

Schmadel et al. (2017) studied the impact of three discharge scenarios and groundwater 180 
upwelling on hyporheic exchange in a steep mountain stream. Building on that study, Ward et al. 181 
(2018b) simulated hyporheic flows in the same reach across an entire annual hydrologic cycle. 182 
By adopting the basecase model from these two studies we leverage their prior investigations 183 
alongside our new systematic manipulations of streambed topography. The consistent modeling 184 
methodology allows us to comment on the relative role of hydrologic forcing in comparison to 185 
geologic setting, as the former would otherwise be beyond the scope of our current study. 186 
Accordingly, we carry forward the key assumptions and limitations of the prior study, 187 
summarized below. 188 

Topographic survey points of the stream thalweg, which are the basis of the model 189 
domain top boundary, were selected to capture local topographic highs and lows associated with 190 
the dominant step-pool morphology of the system. The median longitudinal and vertical 191 
distances between survey points of were 0.8 m and 0.12 m, respectively, but measurements were 192 
made more frequently in high relief areas to characterize the dominant morphology of the system 193 
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as observed during the survey (Schmadel et al., 2017). This study considered the dominant local 194 
features such as steps and pools, and any larger-scale patterns that may be present along the 195 
reach. Bedrock was not visible in the reach except at the upstream and downstream model 196 
boundaries, so steps represent logs, boulders, or debris jams that accumulate sediment wedges 197 
behind them. In comparison to low-gradient studies, smaller-scale features bedforms such as 198 
ripples were not present in our study reach, which has an armored cobble bed. Other fine-scale 199 
topographic features such as cobbles and grain clusters were not distinguished from the general 200 
topography. We also omitted lateral exchange that might arise due to meanders or alternate bars 201 
given the 2-D domain used for our simulation. 202 

In our analysis of feature-scale and larger hyporheic flow geometries, we assume 203 
hydrostatic forces are dominant over hydrodynamic pressures in our mountain headwater stream 204 
(Wondzell and Gooseff, 2013). Hydrodynamic forces may be important drivers of hyporheic 205 
exchange in low gradient systems and can reduce the hydrostatic head experienced at the 206 
sediment water interface (Bao et al., 2018; Sickbert & Peterson, 2014). However, we assme 207 
hydrodynamically drive exchange is negligible in our steep step-pool streams due to low surface 208 
water velocities and dominant downvalley hydrostatic gradients (Wondzell & Gooseff, 2013). 209 
Therefore we neglect hydrodynamic processes to reduce computational demand, consistent with 210 
many hyporheic exchange models of mountain streams (citations). We also do not consider 211 
heterogeneities in subsurface architecture (e.g., bedrock topography, hydraulic conductivity), 212 
which are known to influence hyporheic exchange (Bao et al., 2018; Pryshlak et al., 2015; Vaux, 213 
1968; Ward et al., 2011) but poorly constrained, requiring a vastly expanded sensitivity analysis 214 
that is beyond our scope.  215 

 216 

2.3 Classification and manipulations of individual local-scale features 217 

Step-pools in the field survey did not present idealized, uniform features with a single, 218 
clear crest, making it difficult to isolate individual features. Consequently, we classified 219 
individual features according to up- and downwelling zones at the sediment-water interface 220 
rather than from the surface topography. In other words, the boundaries of each local-scale 221 
feature were defined by the contiguous hyporheic flow cells beneath them (after Gooseff et al., 222 
2003). Upwelling zones were defined by streambed locations where the simulated Darcy flux 223 
was upward, while downwelling zones were the locations where water flowed into the hyporheic 224 
domain. Our model was not designed to represent sub-feature-scale flows, so any upwelling or 225 
downwelling zone that was less than half the median survey distance (i.e., <0.4 m) was ignored 226 
and incorporated into the surrounding downwelling or upwelling zone, respectively. This 227 
prevented small heterogeneities from artificially fracturing large features, as the survey points 228 
were based on visual identification of relevant, feature-scale surface topography. Starting from 229 
the downstream end of the model, each contiguous upwelling zone was paired with its upstream, 230 
adjacent downwelling zone to define a hyporheic flow cell, as in Gooseff et al. (2003). The 231 
basecase model resulted in 66 discrete flow cells, each of which was classified as a single, local-232 
scale feature. Flows that downwelled at one feature but surfaced in another were considered 233 
intermediate-scale, whereas flows that spanned the entire model domain were classified as 234 
regional-scale. For context, typical flowpaths lengths were < 10 m for local-scale, 10-290 m for 235 
intermediate-scale, and 300 m for regional-scale in our model domain. 236 
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We tested the sensitivity of all hyporheic flowpaths to each feature’s geometry by 237 
systematically scaling each feature in the vertical dimension by ±10, ±25, and ±50% (six 238 
separate simulations per feature), modifying one feature at a time. These manipulations are 239 
analogous to – and qualitatively similar to – common natural depositional and erosive processes 240 
(e.g., episodic accumulation and degradation of logs and debris), albeit simplified for this 241 
conceptual analysis. We did not modify the 3 features closest to the downstream and upstream 242 
boundaries, taking them as conditioning model inflows and outflows, resulting in n = 60 features 243 
that were modified. We conducted a total of 361 simulations (60 features ´ 6 scenarios each, plus 244 
1 basecase model). We stretched features vertically to increase their heights and slopes without 245 
altering their spacing (Figure S1). Hereafter, we call the feature being manipulated the “focal” 246 
feature. Within the focal feature, the vertical offsets between adjacent points were stretched by a 247 
multiplier according to the specific scenario (e.g., a multiplier of 1.5 for +50% scenario). For 248 
each manipulation, the original start and endpoints of the focal feature were held constant, so that 249 
there was no change in domain geometry except at the focal feature. In many cases features 250 
switched from concave at basecase to convex in the -25% and -50% scenarios, but this approach 251 
was necessary to maintain the same overall gradient and sediment depths throughout the rest of 252 
the model domain. The hydraulic head boundary was also adjusted slightly at each modified 253 
feature to preserve the original stream depth (i.e., the offset between the sediment-water interface 254 
and water level). Although the stream depth might change in response to altered topography in 255 
the field, far greater changes in depth did not significantly alter hyporheic flow geometries in 256 
prior modeling investigations of this same reach (Schmadel et al., 2017; Ward et al., 2018b). In 257 
cases where the modified water level exceeded the upstream water level, the modified water 258 
level was projected upstream as a pool until it intersected with the surveyed upstream water 259 
surface. Models averaged approximately 127,000 triangular mesh elements, each ranging 260 
between 0.05-0.12 m in height, and all elements had quality of at least 0.73.  261 

As in Schmadel et al. (2017), particles were released at the streambed every 10 cm and 262 
tracked until they exited the subsurface domain. For each simulation, particle traces were 263 
exported and used to calculate flowpath lengths, transit times, and geometries. We released 3,013 264 
particles per simulation, totaling more than 1 million particles for this study. To evaluate which 265 
flowpaths changed significantly between scenarios, Schmadel et al. (2017) used a threshold of 266 
5% change in flowpath residence time. We used the same 5% cutoff, but focus on flowpath 267 
length rather than timescale because our interests are in the spatial patterns of flowpaths whereas 268 
Schmadel et al. (2017) were focused on transit times. Analyses by Schmadel et al. (2017), and 269 
our own simulations, showed that residence times were tightly correlated with flowpath lengths 270 
(R2 = 0.997) due to homogeneous, isotropic subsurface parameterization in our model. Percent 271 
change could only be calculated for particles that downwelled in the basecase model (i.e., 272 
nonzero flowpath length), but we also tracked newly activated flowpaths (i.e., particles released 273 
in locations that upwelled in the basecase model but downwelled in subsequent scenarios) and 274 
when flowpaths changed scales, such as from local (within a single feature) to intermediate 275 
(spanning multiple local features) or vice-versa. In contrast to studies with multiple realizations 276 
of equally likely scenarios, our manipulations were designed to systematically test the sensitivity 277 
of all hyporheic flowpaths in the reach to changes in the height of each focal feature. It is likely 278 
that some flowpaths only change significantly with proximal or extreme (±50%) manipulations, 279 
and not as a result of distant and/or small (±10%) alterations. For this reason, we considered both 280 
the average and extreme behaviors of each flowpath to determine patterns of sensitivity.  281 
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2.4 Quantification of multiple topographic scales 282 

In addition to modifying features and testing their impact, the basecase topography was 283 
analyzed using the periodogram function in MATLAB and the MATLAB Curve Fitting Tool, 284 
both based on the Fast Fourier Transform technique. Notably, these analyses did not define any 285 
separate scales a priori. Rather, the analyses are designed to find all dominant wavelengths 286 
present in the study reach. For topographic analyses, the surveyed streambed topography was 287 
detrended and interpolated to generate an even 0.1 m spacing between points in accordance with 288 
standard practice (Trauth, 2015). The Curve Fitting Tool represented the topography as a 289 
summation of up to 8 sine waves, using R2, SSE, and RMSE as objective functions to determine 290 
the optimal fits. We compared the different topographic scales identified by these analyses to see 291 
if they could be easily separated as in Stonedahl et al. (2013). 292 

 293 

3. Results 294 

3.1 The flowpaths near the centers of hyporheic flow cells are more consistent than distal 295 
flowpaths 296 

In the basecase simulation 56% of the streambed was downwelling whereas 44% was 297 
upwelling, but the total upwelling and downwelling fluxes were equal within reasonable 298 
numerical error (net boundary flux equivalent to -0.1 mL s-1 per meter of streambed). These 299 
patterns were sensitive to changes in topography, as 60% of the streambed switched between 300 
upwelling and downwelling in at least one of the 360 simulations we analyzed. Note, however, 301 
that in any single simulation, only a small number of flowpaths would switch between upwelling 302 
and downwelling. We found 22% of the streambed always downwelled and 18% always 303 
upwelled, demonstrating that flowpaths are not uniformly sensitive to changes in topography. 304 
The total amount of hyporheic exchange flux in the reach was insensitive to manipulations of 305 
individual features: the range in reach-scale flux values was only ~5% of the mean value, and we 306 
do not further discuss exchange flux for this reason. In terms of scale, 73% of downwelling 307 
particles stayed in local flow cells in the basecase model, while 27% traveled along intermediate 308 
flows involving multiple features. Regional flowpaths were negligible in the basecase model and 309 
across all simulations; only a small subset of particles that downwelled in the first meter of the 310 
model domain traveled to the end of the model as downvalley flow. The majority of particles 311 
were consistent in scale across the simulations: 42% never changed scales (i.e., from local-to-312 
intermediate or vice versa) and a further 49% changed scales in 6 or less manipulations (i.e., the 313 
number of manipulations for each focal feature; Figure S2). Instead, the locations of local and 314 
intermediate-scale flowpaths were remarkably consistent, yielding a discrete set of streambed 315 
locations that initiated intermediate-scale flows across nearly all simulations. The features 316 
associated with intermediate flowpaths locations were not noticeably taller or steeper than the 317 
other features (Figure S3). 318 

We assessed individual flowpath lengths in addition to overall trends in flow directions 319 
and scale. We found that 96% of the downwelling flowpaths changed by more than 5% in length 320 
in at least one of the 360 manipulations, but changes were not consistent between different 321 
simulations. On average, only 2% of the flowpath lengths changed significantly in response to 322 
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any individual manipulation and no flowpaths were sensitive to change in every single 323 
manipulation. In fact, more than 90% of particles changed significantly in <10% of simulations 324 
and the most sensitive particle changed significantly in approximately two-thirds of all model 325 
runs.  Taken together, these results show that almost all flowpaths experienced significant 326 
changes in at least one simulation but were insensitive to the majority of manipulations. These 327 
results match our expectation that most particles would be sensitive to large (±50%) and nearby 328 
changes but not to more distant and minor (±10%) changes.   329 

Next, we evaluated whether spatial location influenced flowpath sensitivity. Visual 330 
inspection of particle traces (e.g., Figure 1a) show that flowpath geometries in the center of each 331 
local hyporheic flow cell (i.e., near the inflection point between downwelling and upwelling 332 
zones – typically the crest of a step) were the most stable, changing very little regardless of the 333 
topographic manipulations to the focal feature or neighboring features. However, these short 334 
central flowpaths were actually slightly more likely to have significant changes in length 335 
compared to more distal flowpaths (Figure S4) because even very small changes can still 336 
represent >5% of the basecase flowpath length for central flowpaths. Despite the greater 337 
likelihood of changing by >5% in length, the central flowpaths were far less likely than more 338 
distal flowpaths to change scale. Significant changes in flowpaths further from the center of a 339 
focal feature translated into much greater changes in absolute length, which were sometimes 340 
large enough to span neighboring features (i.e., switching from local upwelling within the flow 341 
cell of the focal feature to upwelling in a more distant feature; Fig. 1b). That is, the more distal a 342 
flowpath is from the central inflection point, the more likely it is to be intermediate-scale. Across 343 
all features (n=60), the most central flowpaths (<1 m from the feature inflection points) remained 344 
local-scale in >99.9% of manipulations with few intermediate-scale outliers (red crosshairs in 345 
Fig. 1b). In Figure 1b, this most central region is so consistent that boxplots and outliers can 346 
hardly be distinguished from the 100% local-scale line. Moving outward, particles released in the 347 
downwelling zone 1-2 m upstream from the center of features were still local on average, but an 348 
increasing number of outliers visible near the 0% local-scale line show a greater propensity to 349 
become intermediate-scale flowpaths. Finally, flowpaths >2 m upstream of the center of each 350 
focal feature became more variable. The interquartile range of these more distal flowpaths spans 351 
from ~5-100% local-scale, showing that flowpaths at that distance are almost always local in 352 
some features, but almost always intermediate in others. Thus, the distal edges are more sensitive 353 
than the central areas to changes in focal feature height. The distal edges of local features were 354 
not only the beginning of most intermediate-scale flowpaths, they were also commonly the 355 
terminus locations. For example, particles that switched to intermediate flow could upwell at a 356 
range of downstream locations, but these locations were discrete segments rather than one 357 
continuous zone, because intermediate flowpaths must also upwell in the more variable regions 358 
between local features (Fig 1a).  359 
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 360 

 361 

Figure 1. Cumulative particle traces for all simulations (n=361) for one central particle and one 362 
distal particle each from Features 33-38 (i.e., a zoomed in view of representative features near 363 
the center of the model domain), plotted onto basecase topography (a). Each particle has a 364 
different color, but the colors are held constant for all simulations. Flowpaths that do not fully 365 
return to the streambed are due to differences between the basecase topography and the modified 366 
topography of a given simulation. Box and whisker plots (b) show the percentage of hyporheic 367 
flowpaths that are local-scale (i.e., not intermediate-scale) as a function of particle origin location 368 
relative to the central inflection point of each feature (n=60). The red bar on each box plot 369 
represents the median, the box spans the 25th to 75th percentiles, the whiskers span the 9th to 91st 370 
percentiles, and red crosshairs are outliers. Only particles upstream from the inflection point are 371 
shown, because downstream particles upwelled immediately at basecase. 372 

3.2 A small number of streambed locations are both sensitive and influential 373 
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We evaluated which flowpaths were sensitive to manipulations of each focal feature in 374 
the scenarios in which feature heights were changed by ±50% (Figure 2). According to the 375 
common assumption that features behave independently (explicit in upscaling studies and 376 
implicit in analyses of isolated features), one would expect that -50% scenarios would cause 377 
decreased flowpath lengths within the focal feature and +50% would increase flowpath lengths 378 
(as in Hester & Doyle, 2008), and neighboring features would be unaffected. In all scenarios the 379 
significant flowpath changes tended to be centered on the focal feature (visible as the diagonal 380 
band of dark color in Figure 2 and Figure S5), but also associated with neighboring features (i.e., 381 
outside of the black dots marking the boundaries of each focal feature). For example, a -50% 382 
manipulation of features 6 and 38 reduced flowpath lengths in the focal features and caused 383 
subtle increases in flowpath lengths within neighboring features. In some cases a -50% 384 
manipulation caused some flowpaths within the focal feature to lengthen and others to get 385 
smaller (e.g., Features 15 and 61), but decreasing feature height never caused all flowpaths 386 
within the focal feature particles to increase. Patterns for -10% and -25% were similar but less 387 
pronounced than for -50% (Figure S5).  388 

Changes in the +50% scenario were generally in the same location but opposite direction 389 
compared to the -50% results (Figure 2). That is, +50% manipulations tended to lengthen 390 
flowpaths within a focal feature and decrease flowpath lengths in neighboring features. Overall 391 
these patterns were comparable but more subtle in the +10% and +25% scenarios (Figure S5). 392 
However, +50% produced greater and more extended feature influences than -50% scenario 393 
(mean feature influence and mean flowpath sensitivity panels in Figure 2). Positive stretching 394 
scenarios sometimes caused water to pond immediately upstream of the focal feature, producing 395 
a more distributed but variable impact on the model domain. For example, several features (e.g., 396 
9, 27, 44, 52) unexpectedly produced only decreases in flowpath lengths within the focal feature 397 
during +50% scenarios. In many cases for both the +50% and -50% scenarios, flowpaths 398 
originating at neighboring features were as sensitive or more sensitive than those originating at 399 
the focal feature (e.g, focal features 23, 31, 43, and 53). Thus, our systematic manipulations 400 
showed that feature-feature interactions can be important in modifying hyporheic flowpath 401 
geometry. 402 

Not all features were equally influential, and not all flowpaths were equally sensitive to 403 
changes. The two features that were shortest in length (i.e., 37 and 41) generated no significant 404 
changes in any flowpaths for both ±50%. In contrast, a small number of features were so 405 
influential that the average change across all particles was >5% (Figure 2 top panels). The exact 406 
features exceeding the 5% average flowpath change were variable based on the manipulations, 407 
and positive manipulations generally had a greater effect than the negative manipulations, likely 408 
due to their previously discussed impacts on the local hydraulic head profile. Nevertheless, 409 
features 15, 27, 31, 40, 43, 53, and 55 (centered at X = 150, 210, 230, 265, 280, 320, and 335 410 
meters along the reach) were the most consistent, meeting this 5% average flowpath change 411 
threshold in at least 3/6 scenarios. These features tended to be taller and longer than the average 412 
feature, but these characteristics were not sufficient to explain their influence, as 4 other features 413 
ranked in the top 10 of both height and length but did not generate the same level of influence. 414 
For flowpath sensitivity, the most consistently variable (i.e., >50% average sensitivity in 3/6 415 
scenarios) regions were apparent as horizontal bands in the main and right panels (e.g., flowpaths 416 
650, 700, 1200, 1800, 1950, and 2400; Fig. 2), which corresponded to Features 15, 16, 28, 41, 417 
44, and 54. Spatially, these bands were more commonly generated to the left of the focal feature 418 
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1:1 line than to the right, meaning that particles are more sensitive to downstream changes in 419 
topography than to upstream changes. With the exception of feature 15, which was also one of 420 
the most influential features, features with particularly sensitive particles tended to be shorter in 421 
height but not shorter in length than average. Instead, the common characteristic of the sensitive 422 
features is that they were located next to influential features, revealing a set of paired locations 423 
that are both sensitive and influential.   424 

 425 
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 426 

Figure 2. Normalized % change in flowpath length for each feature stretched -50% (a) and 427 
+50% (b). Black dots mark the range of particles associated with each focal feature. Panels 428 
above and to the right of each plot show the average of columns and rows, representing the mean 429 
feature impact and mean flowpath variability, respectively.  430 

3.3 Certain locations act as hyporheic turnover points 431 

Some flowpaths never exceeded a few meters in length across all simulations, while 432 
others varied over orders of magnitude (Fig. 3). Locations where we observed significant 433 
variation in flowpath lengths were consistently downwelling in nearly all simulations (vertical 434 
“columns” of particles in Fig. 3). The points in a column reflect the travel distances for particles 435 
released from any given location, a spatial equivalent to a forward transit time distribution 436 
(distribution of timescales for all particles starting at a given time). Columns with large variation 437 
in flowpath lengths indicate downwelling locations that were highly sensitive to channel 438 
morphology. Gaps visible within the columns reflect the prior observation that intermediate 439 
flowpaths cannot upwell just anywhere, but are instead restricted to upwelling at the distal 440 
regions at the edges of local hyporheic flow cells. In addition to the analogue for forward transit 441 
time distributions, we also note a parallel interpretation to a backward transit time distribution. 442 
Diagonal lines show particles that enter the hyporheic zone at many different points upstream, 443 
but all upwell at the same location (where the diagonal intersects y=0). Thus, these diagonals can 444 
be interpreted as a backward transit distribution, with particles having traveled a range of 445 
distances depending on manipulations but sharing an upwelling location. The diagonals are 446 
slightly steeper than a 1:1 line because flowpath length includes a small vertical component in 447 
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addition to distance along the x-axis. These diagonal lines terminate immediately upstream from 448 
the columns, showing that consistent downwelling at the column also truncates flowpaths 449 
originating at a wide range of upstream points in the reach.  450 

The co-location of “columns” and “diagonals” in Figure 3, representing upwelling and 451 
downwelling of intermediate-scale flowpaths, respectively, demonstrates that intermediate-scale 452 
hyporheic exchange was limited to a small number of specific locations in the reach. Strong 453 
downwelling at the columns forces a large proportion of the subsurface downvalley flow to 454 
upwell back to the stream. Put another way, turnover of deep hyporheic water was concentrated 455 
at a few locations where downvalley flows originating higher in the reach were truncated, and 456 
new intermediate-scale hyporheic flowpaths originated. This interpretation explains why a small 457 
number of locations (hereafter called “turnover points”, which are explored further below) can 458 
impact distant upstream flowpaths. In turn, new downwelling flowpaths may be truncated by 459 
additional, downstream turnover points in our vertically constrained domain.  460 

 461 

Figure 3. Scatter of flowpath lengths for each particle across 361 manipulations (each point is 462 
one flowpath from one simulation; left y-axis). The highlighted columns and diagonals visualize 463 
the travel distances for particles released from any given location (columns) and the particles 464 
released from many different locations that upwell at the same point (diagonals). The intersection 465 
of columns and diagonals mark key locations of hyporheic turnover. The basecase streambed and 466 
flowpath geometries are shown for context (right y-axis). 467 

3.4 Intermediate-scale topography dictates turnover points 468 
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The power spectral density revealed a series of dominant wavelengths, with a natural 469 
break between the four most important (ranging from 50-300 m), and a secondary group between 470 
10-50 m (Figure S6). Notably, the local feature-scale (i.e., <10 m) was indistinguishable from 471 
random noise. The MATLAB Curve Fitting Tool, also based on Fourier transforms, generated 472 
sine waves that were well aligned with the periodogram (Table S1). Using the curve fitting tool, 473 
objective functions (R2, SSE, RMSE) only improved marginally after considering more than four 474 
wavelengths (Figure S7). Thus we proceeded by approximating the topography as the sum of 4 475 
sine waves (R2 = 0.75), which provided a parsimonious model and reasonably matched the 476 
smoothed, larger-scale topography (Figure 4a).  477 

The sum-of-sines topography shows 3 intermediate-scale features in the center of the 478 
model domain. Although slightly irregular, these intermediate features are each expected to 479 
generate downwelling and upwelling in the same way as the local-scale features that are 480 
superimposed on them. The amplitude of these intermediate features was approximately 1 m, 481 
which was comparable to the heights of local-scale features (mean 0.7 m, st. dev. 0.4 m). Despite 482 
their similar heights, the intermediate features had wavelengths on the order of 100 m, compared 483 
to local-scale features that were 4.5 ± 2.1 m long (mean ± st. dev.). The extended length of the 484 
intermediate features made them difficult to see, both in the model and in the field. It is not clear 485 
what caused their formation (e.g., debris-flow deposits with log jams or landslide deposits from 486 
adjacent hillslopes that were not mobilized into debris flows, or perhaps some underlying 487 
geologic structure that fixes these locations in space). Regardless of their origin, the 488 
intermediate-scale features exerted a strong influence on subsurface hydrology; the turnover 489 
points clearly align with intermediate-scale downwelling locations (Fig. 4b). Although the co-490 
location is visually apparent, the intermediate features alone do not explain why some turnover 491 
points are clustered into wider bands (e.g., those at X = 160, 215, 290, 350), or why a few 492 
turnover points are located on the upwelling side of the intermediate-scale features (i.e., those at 493 
X = 120, 190). To fully understand what controls the location of turnover points, the local- and 494 
intermediate-scales must be superimposed together. The widest bands of the downwelling 495 
locations result from alignment of large local features and intermediate peaks, with the two 496 
scales of downwelling reinforcing each other to generate extra steep gradients. Likewise, the 497 
turnover points found in intermediate upwelling zones were due to large local features that were 498 
strong enough to overwhelm upwelling caused by the intermediate-scale features. Thus, local- 499 
and intermediate-scale features interact to determine key locations of hyporheic exchange and 500 
may reinforce or oppose each other depending on their topology. 501 
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 502 

Figure 4. (a) Detrended topography and model fits for n = 4 and n = 8 sine waves, and (b) 503 
locations of turnover points (locations of columns in Figure 3). The width of blue bars is 504 
proportional to the length of intermediate downwelling zones. 505 

 506 

4. Discussion 507 

4.1 At the reach-scale, how sensitive are flowpaths to manipulations of individual features? 508 

Flowpath sensitivity to morphology was not uniform along our study reach. At the local-509 
scale, particles that downwelled near the center of features were tightly held by steep head 510 
gradients and thus unlikely to switch scales during the simulations. However, flowpaths that 511 
downwelled near the upstream end of a feature were more weakly associated with that feature 512 
and more sensitive to changes – reminiscent of loosely held high orbital electrons in an atom. 513 
These more distal local flowpaths were more often changed into intermediate flowpaths 514 
(switching from a single-feature association to spanning multiple features), or compressed to 515 
make room for intermediate upwelling. Schmadel et al. (2017) found similar trends (using the 516 
same basecase geometry model): across 9 different discharge and groundwater upwelling 517 
scenarios, flowpaths <1 m long were consistently more stable than flowpaths of 1-10 m. At the 518 
larger-scale, we found that individual intermediate flowpaths were also sensitive, but the overall 519 
regions of intermediate upwelling and downwelling only shifted slightly across 360 simulations 520 
(Figure 3). In other words, effective intermediate-scale geometry was minimally impacted by 521 
common local-scale changes. Instead, we found that intermediate-scale flowpath geometry was 522 
primarily controlled by the superposition of intermediate-scale topography and individual large, 523 
local features. That is, local-scale features and intermediate-scale features could reinforce each 524 
other where the crests and troughs were aligned. Conversely, the different scales could oppose 525 
each other where they were out of alignment. Several large local-scale features were even able to 526 
drive intermediate-scale downwelling in places where the intermediate-scale topography would 527 
otherwise have generated upwelling.  528 
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  529 

4.2 Strange (stream)bedfellows: feature-feature interactions can play an important role in 530 
headwater stream reaches 531 

State of the science models for upscaling feature- and reach-scale results to the network- 532 
or continental-scales rely on the assumption that, regardless of their scale, features operate 533 
independently and can be accumulated additively (Gomez-Velez & Harvey, 2014). This 534 
assumption also applies implicitly to individual features, as the influences of neighboring 535 
features of the same scale are not considered by most studies (Schmadel et al., 2017). Neglecting 536 
feature-feature interactions may be valid in low gradient dune-ripple systems where hydrostatic 537 
head gradients are weak. However, our results show that step-pool sequences can have 538 
significant impacts on their neighbors in high gradient mountain streams. In our study, the 539 
majority of features, when modified, produced significant alterations of some flowpaths in 540 
neighboring features – typically the immediate neighbors, but occasionally even distant features. 541 
This phenomenon is specific to the morphology of the feature modified, morphology of 542 
neighboring features, and feature topology. As a consequence, our findings are not readily 543 
generalizable, but are in agreement with past studies of mountain headwaters. Gooseff et al. 544 
(2006) found that a pool-step-riffle produced 60% downwelling and 40% upwelling, whereas a 545 
rearranged but otherwise identical riffle-step-pool reversed these percentages. In another study, 546 
the amount of hyporheic exchange flux associated with one large step was greater than 10 small 547 
steps of the same total height (Kasahara & Wondzell, 2003), presumably due to feature-feature 548 
interference. This earlier work suggested that both the order of features as well as their individual 549 
sizes was important in determining the hyporheic flowpath lengths and timescales in a given 550 
reach. 551 

4.3 What is the role of shallow bedrock in multi-scale interactions? 552 

The local and intermediate step-pool features in WS01 had comparable heights and 553 
amplitudes, resulting in multi-scale interaction. As a result, these scales would not be easily 554 
deconvolved as in Stonedahl et al. (2013) and the NEXSS model (Gomez-Velez & Harvey, 555 
2014). In fact, whenever the transport timescales associated with different exchange processes 556 
overlap, it becomes difficult to isolate the effects of any single exchange scale  (e.g., Wlostowski 557 
et al., 2017). Payn et al. (2009) argued that the key to understanding reach-scale flows and transit 558 
times is predicting where intermediate flowpaths initiate and terminate. Our study reinforces this 559 
point because intermediate-scale exchange often occurred at locations where local and 560 
intermediate peaks aligned. Thus, simple analysis of the surface topography – which can be 561 
quickly parameterized from ground-based or aerial surveys – may reveal the key locations of 562 
intermediate-scale hyporheic turnover. In between such locations, the hyporheic zone may be 563 
conceptualized as a spatially binary system: shallow hyporheic flow cells associated with local-564 
scale features operate relatively independently from deeper downvalley flows (Figure 5). Many 565 
studies have shown that the relatively steep hydraulic gradients across local-scale features reduce 566 
the importance of intermediate- and regional-scale flowpaths, such that local-scale, shallow 567 
hyporheic flow cells account for the majority of hyporheic exchange flux in a reach (Chow et al., 568 
2018; Morén et al., 2017; Stonedahl et al., 2010; C. Wang et al., 2018). However, the turnover 569 
points were important in causing nearly complete exchange of hyporheic porewater, acting as a 570 
switch for the binary tracks. In our 2-D model, this pattern is caused by preferential filling of 571 
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downvalley flow capacity by steep local-intermediate feature alignments, forcing upstream 572 
hyporheic water to upwell. It is likely that comparable patterns exist in 3-D, as Kasahara and 573 
Wondzell (2003) showed substantial interactions among a wide range of feature types that 574 
cannot be simulated in our 2-D vertical-profile model domain. 575 

 576 

Figure 5. (a) Idealized local topography (amplitude = 1 m, wavelength = 4.5 m); (b) idealized 577 
intermediate topography (amplitude = 1 m, wavelength = 45 m); (c) resultant (local + 578 
intermediate) topography in shallow (3 m) hyporheic zone with intermediate flowpaths 579 
highlighted in red; and (d) resultant (local + intermediate) topography and flowpaths in deep (40 580 
m) hyporheic zone with intermediate flowpaths highlighted in red and regional in green. For 581 
reference, the theoretical divides between local-intermediate and intermediate-regional flows are 582 
also plotted at the depth equal to one third of the local and intermediate wavelengths, 583 
respectively.  584 

Why do the intermediate features cause such complete hyporheic turnover? Any given 585 
location within the streambed is affected by a range of topographic scales, both near and distant, 586 
with larger wavelengths influencing proportionally greater depths (Tóth, 1963; Wörman et al., 587 
2007). However, bedrock can shield shallower flowpaths from distant and low frequency 588 
features (Cardenas & Jiang, 2010; Mojarrad et al., 2019; Wörman et al., 2007). Mojarrad et al. 589 
(2019) showed that net hyporheic exchange decreased with greater hyporheic zone depth in a 590 
multi-scale system, likely due to increased interference from larger-scales as bedrock shielding 591 
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decreased. In particular, bedrock exerts increasing influence as wavelengths approach and 592 
exceed 3 times the sediment depth (Wörman et al., 2007). Our model assumed a uniform 3 m 593 
depth to bedrock based on previous work in the H.J. Andrews (Gooseff et al., 2006; Schmadel et 594 
al., 2017). Accordingly, the local-scale step features with wavelengths <9 m did not interact with 595 
the bedrock, allowing for the binary local-downvalley system to prevail. However, the 596 
intermediate-scale features had wavelengths an order of magnitude greater than the ~9 m 597 
threshold, so they were able to drive flow far deeper into the HZ, nearly to the no-flow boundary. 598 
These turnover points cutoff downvalley transport and produced intermediate-scale flows in our 599 
model, but a system with deeper sediments and/or shorter wavelengths (i.e., wavelengths <3 600 
times the depth) would develop regional flows from the global maximum to the global minimum 601 
elevations. 602 

The ability of intermediate downwelling to truncate upstream flowpaths means that 603 
downstream features exert a control on the fate of hyporheic water that originated in upstream 604 
features. Because of the relatively long intermediate-scale feature wavelength, there are multiple 605 
local feature downwelling zones aligned with the intermediate-scale downwelling zones. 606 
However, intermediate downwelling is most pronounced at the peak of an intermediate feature, 607 
because that is the downstream-most location of alignment between local- and intermediate-608 
scales. The reasons for this are two-fold: the intermediate-scale contribution to downwelling, and 609 
thus the total vertical hydraulic gradient, is strongest in the center of the feature (more central 610 
flowpaths being tightly held), and the last local feature can also block its upstream neighbors. 611 

4.4 Challenges and opportunities for upscaling in high-gradient stream networks 612 

The lengths of intermediate-scale flowpaths are independent from the features that 613 
initiated them. Rather, the intermediate flowpaths penetrate deep into the hyporheic zone, where 614 
they travel downvalley until they are forced upward by one of several processes. In our 2-D 615 
model this forcing occurs in two ways: 1) where the hyporheic sediment thickness is abruptly 616 
reduced, or 2) wherever downwelling is sufficiently strong to overwhelm these downvalley 617 
flows. The former occurred below tall steps and at the end of the model domain, whereas the 618 
latter occurred where the next downstream intermediate-scale feature aligned with a local-scale 619 
feature. Because local-scale features were common enough to come close to aligning with the 620 
crests of intermediate-scale features, just by chance, the actual locations of the turnover points 621 
was determined by the location of the intermediate-scale feature. Thus, the spacing of these 622 
intermediate-scale features determined the approximate intermediate flowpath geometries for the 623 
entire reach we studied. Individual feature manipulations, representative of episodic deposition 624 
and degradation of logs and debris, did not affect the general location of intermediate flowpaths, 625 
instead they revealed the persistence of turnover points.  626 

In a prior study of the same reach, stream discharge was not found to be a primary control 627 
on hyporheic flow in WS01, with the exception of very low flows in which the stream became 628 
intermittent (Schmadel et al., 2017). Together with our results, these observations show that 629 
changes in local topography and discharge are not primary controls on intermediate hyporheic 630 
cell geometries. This highlights the role of geologic setting, in which the hyporheic zone flow 631 
capacity is determined by sediment depth, hydraulic conductivity, and valley slope rather than 632 
surface water levels, and the multi-scale topography further controls hyporheic exchange via 633 
turnover points. Notably, we did not consider the role of hydraulic conductivity heterogeneities 634 
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and anisotropy from poorly sorted colluvium or streambed armoring, nor the potential influence 635 
of non-planar bedrock topography. The impacts of these variables are hard to predict, as they 636 
could enhance or reduce multi-scale interactions depending on site-specific realizations. For 637 
example, if boulders and other relatively impermeable heterogeneities spanned the majority of 638 
the hyporheic depth (and cross-section) they could isolate hyporheic flow cells, whereas smaller 639 
and shallower obstacles could force hyporheic cells to travel deeper and further through the HZ 640 
before upwelling (Vaux, 1968; Ward et al., 2012). Likewise, vertical anisotropy is expected to 641 
reduce the effective hyporheic zone depth relative to regional downvalley flows, but any local-642 
scale features that overcame the anisotropy would be more likely to generate longer 643 
intermediate-scale flowpaths. Other studies have found additional aspects of geologic setting that 644 
truncate downvalley flows, such as focused groundwater inflows from lateral tributary valleys 645 
(Schmadel et al., 2017) and reductions in the hyporheic zone depth (1-D) or cross-section (2-D) 646 
(Tonina & Buffington, 2009; Vaux, 1968; Ward et al., 2012). Hydrodynamic head, discharge 647 
variation, and the interaction between streambed topography and stream depth were neglected in 648 
our study because they are expected to be far smaller than static head gradients across step-pools 649 
(after Schmadel et al., 2017; Ward et al., 2018b). However, all three processes are increasingly 650 
relevant at lower gradients where they could further enhance or reduce the local hydraulic 651 
gradients resulting from multi-scale interactions of topographic features. Future work should 652 
investigate the role of gradient and corresponding changes in stream morphology, discharge, and 653 
stream size that may control the relevance of multi-scale interactions. 654 

A 1-D network-scale hyporheic zone model like Ward et al. (2018a), which already 655 
considers the hyporheic cross-sectional area as a truncation mechanism, could be readily updated 656 
to also include hyporheic exchange from intermediate turnover points (detected by spectral 657 
analysis of LiDAR or survey data). Notably, this would increase the estimates of total hyporheic 658 
exchange in steep mountain catchments beyond that predicted from fluctuations in HZ capacity 659 
alone, due to preferential filling of capacity with fresh streamwater at intermediate features. 660 
Further, the truncation of downvalley flowpaths into intermediate hyporheic cells would shift the 661 
binomial residence time distributions (local and regional found in Ward et al., 2018a) toward a 662 
more continuous distribution with fewer late-time flowpaths. Future work should evaluate the 663 
presence of overlapping scales in other mountain catchments, and incorporate them into 664 
upscaling efforts for water resources management. For example, our results could inform efforts 665 
such as that by Magliozzi et al. (2018) to identify priority areas for stream restoration. In 666 
particular, multi-scale designs could emphasize or reduce intermediate flowpaths depending on 667 
the residence times associated with biogeochemical processes of interest. 668 

 669 

5. Conclusions 670 

Multi-scale models are essential to predict hyporheic fluxes and transit times across 671 
unstudied reaches and entire stream networks. This information has many practical uses for river 672 
management, from delineating connectivity within river corridors to identifying priority areas for 673 
stream restoration. In lowland rivers, the independence of spatial and temporal scales of 674 
exchange allows relatively simple, additive upscaling. In this study we examined whether the 675 
same technique would be possible for steep mountain catchments. Notably, we only considered 676 
hydrostatic forces in this analysis as they are expected to be dominant. Unlike lowland rivers, we 677 
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found that hyporheic flowpaths were strongly dependent on both local and intermediate context: 678 
many local-scale features influenced neighboring features and had further interactions with a 679 
larger, intermediate-scale of topography.  680 

Despite the observed complexity and sensitivity of hyporheic flowpaths, simplified 681 
upscaling may still be possible based on the interaction of topographic wavelengths with 682 
streambed depth. In shallow HZ, intermediate flowpaths can cause nearly complete turnover of 683 
hyporheic porewater, truncating downvalley flows and shielding features from distant 684 
topography. We build on a three-track conceptual model in which local, intermediate, and 685 
regional flowpaths can be approximated from likely start and endpoints according to the 686 
streambed topography and bed depth. In shallow systems like WS01 and/or systems with long 687 
topographic wavelengths, the regional-scale may disappear entirely. 688 

Finally, local feature-feature interactions should be explicitly considered during field 689 
monitoring studies and restoration of streams and floodplains. The spacing of individual features 690 
(e.g., cross-vanes, large woody debris) matters: two features too close together may primarily 691 
generate intermediate flowpaths rather than doubling the exchange of either individual feature in 692 
isolation. Either case may be desirable depending on site specific characteristics and processes of 693 
interest. Put another way, when monitoring hyporheic water quality, the flowpath you are 694 
measuring may not belong to the local feature you are standing at. In our system for example, 695 
upwelling water at a prominent feature (Feature 25 at X = 195-200) is more likely to have 696 
originated 10m upstream in Features 26 and 27 than from Feature 25 itself. As Buffin-Bélanger 697 
and Roy (2000) describe for surface turbulent flows, the complex interactions between multi-698 
scale features are as important as the individual features themselves. Field monitoring and 699 
restoration designs should attend to the placement of multi-scale features (e.g., log jams, 700 
wetlands, paleochannels, and meanders) in the same way that wind farm optimization considers 701 
the siting of individual windmills (local-scale) and windmill clusters (intermediate-scale) within 702 
the larger-scale valley setting (regional-scale) to maximize power production (Kusiak & Song, 703 
2010). Predictability of multi-scale hyporheic interactions in mountain watersheds is critical to 704 
protecting and restoring valuable ecosystem services.  705 
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